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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jimeno Álvarez has contributed to the dictionary with 6245 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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embuído
embuido is incorrectly written, and should be written as "imbued" with its meaning:<br>embuido = imbuidodel verb
imbuirimbuir v. tr. Make sure a person has a certain feeling, emotion, or feeling.

emerite
highly skilled is incorrectly written, and should be written as "highly skilled" being its meaning:<br>highly skilled = French
Spanish emeriteen Emeritusemerito 40 emeriteen; / e m Ur e t U s /; Emeritus plural; Emer abbreviation ).   "  (E-34
Latin; out " and meritus, " earned "  ) In current usage, is a postpositive adjective used to describe a former Professor,
Bishop, President, Prime Minister, or other professional and, as such, refers to the situation after the retirement of at
least one Pope. The female equivalent, Emeritus ( / Emuretu / ) it is also sometimes used, but as it is often the case of
linguistic loans, the use of the donor language inflectional system faces the limits of the receiving language. Although
Latin and romance languages inflect Professor / Professor for men and women, in Professor of English is not inflection
of gender ( both women and men ) use it and often Emeritus without inflections in a similar way.

eminencias
Plural of eminence s. f.1 person who is very wise and stands very much in the scientific or artistic field. 2. Treatment
given to Cardinals and other members of the ecclesiastical hierarchy.

emmanuel
Emmanuel or Immanuel: HebreoDios with us, God among us, God omnipresentefestividad: 1 January

emmanuel
1.-Jesús Emmanuel Acha Martínez, artistically known as Emmanuel (Mexico, DF, April 16, 1955 ) is a singer born in
Mexico City of Spanish origin, known as "The King of Latin pop ". A history of 36 years, with sales exceeding the 35
million records sold [citation needed]. His musical production to date includes 17 discs and 18 albums, the same which
have earned other so many discs of gold and Platinum with diamond<br>2.-male first name of origin latin Dios Latin.del
with you. Variant of Emmanuel, Manuel, Imanol.<br>3. Emmanuel expression appears specifically in the book of the
Prophet Isaiah, in the chapter 7 and verse 14: therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign: the Virgin shall conceive
and will give birth to a son, and shall name Emanuel him.??<br>«4.-Manuel is a name of Hebrew origin ( a´þ¸¼ao¼dµu,
"Imm nu¼ l ) that means "The God who is with us " or "The God who is with us ". In the Bible it refers to Jesús of
Nazareth under its original form "Emmanuel ".

empalagos
Plural of empalago.Feeling of tiredness or boredom when eating a meal, especially for being too sweet.Tiredness or
boredom that causes a person to be overly friendly or loving.Action and effect of cloying or annoying you.

empale
Verb empalar.1 traversing a person or animal with a stick, inserting it by the ano.2 impale Chile. Obstinarse, encaprichar
is.

emparches
Transitive verb: 1: patch.

empatico
empathetic is incorrectly written and it should be written as "empathetic" being its meaning:<br>empathetic =



empaticoempatico, starting. adj. said of a person: has empatia.2. adj. own or characteristic of a person empathic.

empeniosa
empeniosa = hard-saempenoso - sa adj. Tesonero, constant.

empercochao
empercocharEmpercochar empercorchao: dirty something.Empercorchao: 1. dirty, filthy. In Puerto Rico, percocha: filth

emperio
Empire is incorrectly written, and should be written as "emporio" being its meaning:<br>Empire = emporioUn emporio (
Greek do ¼aia¹ ½, '' emporion ''  ) It was a place that the traders of a nation had reserved for commercial interests in the
territory of another nation. The famous emporiums include Sais where Solon came to acquire knowledge of the
Egyptians; Elim where Hatshepsut kept its fleet of the Red Sea; Elat, current Eilat, where Thebes was supplied funerary
materials as fabric of linen, bitumen, naphtha, frankincense, myrrh and amulets of carved stone of Palestine, Canaan,
Aram, Lebanon, Hazor, Moab, Edom and the Arabian peninsula from Petra to Midian and Punt.

empezó a bogar
He began to row = bogarbogar v. intr. Row, move the oars in the water to move an embarcacion.empezo row.

empilado
empilado: masculine singular past participle of verb " empilar ".empilar tr. Stack.

empistolado
comes, da.1. adj. coloq. Hond. Someone said: that takes pistola.2. adj. coloq. Hond. Someone said: which verbally
shows animosity towards another.

emprovement
emprovement = improvementMejora

empuñar el bastón
Take or get command.Is often used with symbolic meaning: would wield the cane [the scepter, sword] do.??

emvuelto
wrapped, ta p. p. irreg. wrap. m. amer. Seasoned corn tortilla and enrollada.envolver tr. Cover, surround an object by its
parts.     Coiling or winding thread, Ribbon, etc., in any thing.    Guide in a discussion with arguments that leave you
unanswered.    Mix or complicated one in a subject or business.     Surround one intangible thing someone or
something.        Amer. Convince or confuse.

en absoluto locucion adverbial
in any way, in any way,

en aparencia
apparently adv, 40 loc; apparently, so is )



en apariencia locucion adverbial
in appearance - physically, how you see something.

en cunato
cuñat is incorrectly written and it should be written as "as" being its meaning:<br>cuñat = in cuantoen how ( cnj.  )
barely, when, at the time when, as soon, as soon as, once

en derredor
round about around = or in circle.

en las barbas de esos
In beards, when you do something to someone else without that is account.

en las barbas de esos arabes
In beards, when you do something to someone else without that is account

en las barbas&#40; de esos árabes&#41;
In his presence = in their noses.

en medicina omeopata que es paka tonakayotl
Wash food the human, fruit, produce of the land.

en nahualtl papalotl
1.-Papalotl in nahualtl = Butterfly ( with the flying flower 41 signisifado;<br>2.-Account the legend nahualtl if you want a
wish come true, you must tell Papalotl, butterfly... If you ask your desire and release the butterfly, East will come to the
largest of the heavens... and are satisfies.

en nombre de
If the payment is made on behalf of a third party, the electronic certificate holder and the account must be the same,
although the NIF of the declarant or debtor will be provided at the time of payment.Therefore, if you are making payment
on behalf of someone else please note that to obtain the NRC through the gateway of the AEAT payments must match
the certificate holder and the holder of the payer's payment account, but the NIF that is provided with the collaborating
organization to obtain the NRC will always be that of the declarant or forced tax.

en que lugares aun se habla el nahuatl
Spoken in Mexico, El Salvador ( also by small communities of migrants in Guatemala, Canada and Nicaragua ).Region
state of Mexico, Puebla, Guerrero, Hidalgo, Veracruz, Oaxaca, Durango, Morelos, Mexico City, Tlaxcala, San Luis
Potosí, Michoacán, Jalisco, Nayarit, among others.

en softboll que se significa grass line
grass line

en sus morros
Remove portfolio to one person to another without violence, but for profit.



en un pispás
Very quickly, very quickly.In the blink of an eye.

enaltecen
They magnify = exalt v. tr.1 give greater value, greatness, or honor someone or algo.2 praise or show admiration for a
person or thing.

enancados
Plural of enancado.Cohabiting lover covered, mounted on legs of a caballo.Comprometido in a situation or business.

enbestida
enbestida is incorrectly written, and should be written as "onslaught" as meaning:<br>enbestida = embestidaembestida
s. f. impetuous and violent attack, especially of an animal.

enblastiamiento
enblastiamiento is incorrectly written, and should be written as "embalming" being its meaning:<br>enblastiamento =
embalsamientoLa estrategiaapropiada consists of three phases: retention, embalming, and drainage.[...] water retention
of the soil, of the small water systems and small basins, since the embalming of rainwater for these items may reduce
the floods of the rivers

enblastiamiento
enblastiamiento is incorrectly written, and should be written as "embalming" being its meaning:<br>enblastiamiento =
embalming is a practice that generally used chemical substances, especially resins and balsams, and whose objective is
to preserve the integrity of corpses rot.

encalichado
the verb encalicharencalichar.1. tr. NIC. Sealed with cement bricks of the piso.2 joints. tr. coloq. NIC. Said of an
alcoholic beverage:

encalomar
Encalomar. Does not appear in the dictionary of the RAE. It means endorsing someone a crime or responsibility.

encaminase
It released = encaminarseencaminarse go to a particular place: made their way towards the South of the peninsula.4
head something or someone to a particular purpose.

encanquearse
encanquearse = escaquearseescaquearse v. prnl. fam. Slipping ( avoid an obligation ) prnl. fam.Avoid, evade a job or
an obligacion.verbo pronominalevitar a job with dissembling

encañan
They encañan = encañar ( action and effect of encañar ) encañar v. tr.1 put canas plants so they climb by them or to
sustain them: encañar carnations. v. intr.2 start forming cane stems of cereals: wheat encaña by mayo.encanar.? v. tr.
Driving water by doorway ( 41 ducts;



encaprichen
" encaprichen; 34: third-person plural present subjunctive of the verb " encaprichar ".Encaprichar prnl. Engage one on
hold or get your whim.

encaramada
Encumbrada.Tretada.

encaramada
Climb, 1 go to a person or animal somewhere high and difficult to reach, or put one thing in el.2 fam. Placing a person in
a social situation or high:

encargaduria
The Chargé is the special administrative status which are in the official customs and tax decarrera who is ordered to
supply temporary absences of the holder of a charge of free appointment and removal of the SENIAT.?

encargatura
The village is provided for in the regime of Legislative Decree N ° 276 as a temporary and exceptional mode of
movement of personnel, which is to be attributed to a server compatible with higher levels of career managerial
responsibility functions.

encargatura sinonimo
Encomendatura, delegates.

encástica
The encaustic, which derives from the Greek enkaustikos (  ' record with 39 fire;  ) is a technique of painting is
characterized by the use of wax as a binder of pigments. Mix effects very covering and is dense and creamy. The paint
is applied with a brush or a hot spatula. The finish is a polishing is done with rags of linen on a coat of hot wax
previously extended ( in this case already does not act as a binder, but as protection ). This operation is called
encaustizacion and is perfectly described by Vitruvius, architect and engineer Roman ( c. 70 do 25 BC.  ) which reads as
follows: "We must spread a layer of hot wax on the painting and then must be polished with a dry linen rags.  "

enchivo
" enchivo; 34: first-person singular present indicative of the verb " enchivar ".  " enchivó; 34: third person singular
preterite perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the verb " enchivar ".Expression used when a truck gets stuck or
still in the arena.

enchomitada
chomitePara Rubio enchomitada, calentár is the chomite a woman means that she is deeply in love with a man, or with
big desires to marry him. The saying would mean, then, that a woman in these circumstances is exposed to the greatest
Follies

enchomitada
dressed in a chomite

enciam



Catalan Spanish enciamen lettuce

encinos
The Oaks are trees or shrubs that live in the lower parts of the mountains where they form forests of various species of
Oaks or mixed with several species of pines. Some few species live near sea level. They have hard leaves ( leathery )
with smooth, jagged or wavy margins. Its flowers are catkins and fruit are acorns.

encola
Of encolar.1. tr. Paste with glue algo.2. tr. Pulling something somewhere where remains detained, unless it can be
easily reached. Do not throw my Cap; to see if you encolas it. 3 tr. Clarify vinos.4. tr. Give one or more layers of hot glue
to surfaces that have been to the temple.5 paint. tr. Give an adhesive substance to the warp threads to ease the tejido.6.
tr. Prepare the pulp with an adhesive substance to not embed it and be able to get color.

enconicado
Enconicado:AdjetivoEncogido meaning of cold.

encresponde
encresponde is incorrectly written, and should be written as "curling" being its meaning:<br>encresponde =
encrespandodel verb CURL CURL v. tr.1 curling your hair with curls very pequenos.2 bristle or lift and put stiff hair,
feathers, etc.: Parrot curl neck feathers to inspire miedo.3 shake tempers and make more difficult a discussion or a
problema.4 shake the wind of the sea surface by waves to rise.

encrucillar
ENCRUCILLAR v. put in cross hands. Strongly embrace a person.

encrucillar
encrucillarEntrecruzar, speaking of the hands.

encular
In Argentina, it means getting angry.In Mexico it means to fall in love with.

end to end
English end-to-end to end Spanish enden

enderrocar
In Valencian enderrocar.In Spanish derrebiar.

endeudado hasta las cejas
Owe it all.All the patrimpnio have pawned by the accumulation of debts.

endérmico
From the Greek, inside and derma, skin ). Therapeutic method that uses the power of the devoid of its epidermis skin
absorption.



endilga
the verb endilgarendilgar.  ( of or. Inc.  ).1 tr. coloq. Routing, address, accommodate, facilitar.2. tr. Fit, endorse someone
something unpleasant or impertinent.

endless love
Endless Love ( Spanish: eternal love ) It is a song originally recorded as a Duet by Diana Ross and Lionel Richie, who
wrote the song. In this ballad, the singers are mutually declared its " 34 eternal love;

endoculturacion
1.-The endoculturacion is the process by which the older generation transmits their ways of thinking, knowledge,
customs and rules to the younger generation. The endoculturacion is when an individual or a community appropriates
certain cultural characteristics of another individual or another company.<br>2. In anthropology, endoculturacion is the
transmission of culture from generation to generation. It is associated with the process of socialization of children.The
Endoculturacion is a process by which the individual from his early life going internalizing the models and patterns of
behavior of its group of belonging, of conscious and unconscious way.

endogeneidad
In statistics, is said to have endogeneity when there is a correlation between the parameter or variable and the error
term. Endogeneity can arise as a result of a measurement error, AutoRegression with autocorrelation of the errors,
simultaneity and omitted variables. In general terms, a link of causality between the independent and the dependent
variables of a model leads to endogeneity.

endorreico definciion
endorheic definciion = endorheic endorheic definition, - ca adj. géol. DIC. lacustrine basin closed in the waters that they
have no exit and accumulate it.

endógenas
plural of endogenous or endogenous term Endogenael is used by different disciplines to refer to something that is
created within a thing, as opposed to exogenous. According to the RAE, endogenous refers to anything that originates
or is born inside, or that originated under causes internas.1El term is used in science to describe certain phenomena.

enebres
Thread v. tr.1 pass a thread through the eye of a needle. 2. Pass a wire, rope or wire through the hole of an object:
Threading beads. ensartar.3 together words or phrases, especially in awkward or disorderly manner:

energia calorifica
Power is the ability to move or transform something. In an economic sense, power is the natural resource which, thanks
to the technology and various associated elements, can be used at the industry level.Energy Caloricacalorico, on the
other hand, is a term used in physics to name at the beginning or agent that causes heat phenomena.The heat energy,
therefore, is the type of energy that is released in the form of heat. To be in constant transit, heat can move from a body
to another ( when both have different caloric level ) or be transmitted to the environment.

enertrosis
BALL AND SOCKET JOINT.   ( Of GR. enarthrosis, articulation.  ) f Anat. Type of articulation, which belongs to the
diartrosis; It has movements that are developed in all directions. Articular surfaces are formed, on the one hand, by a
spherical head, and on the other by a cavity where to fit the first. This type belong to the hip and shoulder joints.



enervadas
enervadas = of enervarenervar v. tr.1 subtract force an argument or reasoning, especially in the field of the derecho.2
put nervous.

enervantes
plural of enervante1. that nervous about a noise enervante2. It weakens a person or thing

enfermedad infecciosa
Infectious disease infecciosaUna disease may be the clinical manifestation resulting to an infection caused by a
microorganism such as bacteria, fungi, viruses, and protozoa sometimes do or. by prions In the case of biological
pathogens of macroscopic size, like worms, is it speaks of infection but of infestation.In the case of infection or
infestation by protozoa, worms or arthropods is spoken of parasitic disease, since these groups have traditionally been
studied by parasitology.

enfermedad infecciosa
Infectious diseases kill more people worldwide than other single cause. Infectious diseases are caused by germs.
Germs are tiny living beings that are everywhere: in the air, on land and in water. An infection can be purchased by
touching, eating, drinking or breathing something containing germs. Germs can also be spread by bites of animals or
insects, kissing and sexual contact. The vaccines, properly wash hands and medications, help prevent infections.There
are four main types of germs: bacteria: germs of a cell that multiply quickly and can release chemical substances that
the sick Virus: capsules that contain genetic material and use their own cells to grow mushrooms: wild plants, such as
mushrooms or rust protozoa: single-celled animals that take advantage of other creatures for food and a place to live

enfermedades fisiologicas
Plants like all living being, are influenced by the environment surrounding them; that on occasions it may cause serious
alterations in the vital functions of the same; These changes are known with the name of physiological or non-parasitic
diseases; the most important being: the deficiencies of nutrients, excess minerals, lack or excess water and extreme
temperatures.

enfierrado
The ready is the procedure for working irons and wires.

enfriar del griego
drosero

engalanarse
adorn is = engalanarengalanar v. tr. Put embellished and garnished a place, such as a street or House, with draperies,
flags, and similar things, usually on the occasion of holidays or tribute.

engarroñarse
Be very cold.

engendrado
engendrarengendrar tr.1 v. verb give existence a person or an animal to a new being through the fecundacion.2 produce
or be the source of an effect or result: violence begets more violence. This snake bite begets death. cause, result,
originar.3 form a geometric figure through movement:



engiscar
in Valencian Spanish engiscaren Acanissar, prompting, undertake

engolfado
He is the one who develops an activity with such abstraction that reality forgets.

engolfado
From pathless = put a boat in the Gulf.

engollipar
The SAR ENGOLLIPARSegun: * engollipar is.  ( swallow and hyper ).1 prnl. choking.   ( tr. Choke or cause choking
someone for stopping something in the throat. U m. c. prnl.   ) 2. prnl. Cram it, fill the gullet.

engominado
( pop.  ) Hairstyle with hair gel.

enguarrinar
Of guarrear.   ( Of piggy ).R5. Intr. Do filth.So enguarrar, engorrinar or enguarrinar are not far away.

engurrumido
Past participle of engurrumir.Reduce or decrease something, especially putting wrinkles.     Cause sadness or low
self-esteem; to lose the mood or emotional force.

enjuago
Verb rinse: Rinse is: 1st person singular ( I ) This indicativoenjuago is: 3rd person singular ( he/she/you ) past
indicativo.enjuagar tr. Cleaning the mouth and teeth with water or any other liquid.     Rinse and clean with water that
has soapy.        Scrubbing something above, usually small and not very dirty crockery pieces.

enjuntos
enjuntos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "lean" being its meaning:<br>enjuntos = enjutoenjuto
enjutosplural-ta adj.1 who is skinny, especially if the huesos.2 that does not have are marked him water or humidity.

enlace quimico
A chemical bond is the chemical process responsible for the interactions between atoms and molecules, which has a
stability in the chemical compound diatomic and polyatomic.The chemicals tend to rely on physical chemistry or general
cualitativasEn descriptions, the strong chemical bond is associated with the transfer of electrons between the
participating atoms. Molecules, crystals, and diatomic gases forming most of the physical environment that surrounds us
do are joined by chemical bonds, that determine the physical and chemical properties of matter.

enloquecida
mad = enloquecerenloquecer v. tr.1 back crazy a person, making you lose judgement or the reason. do v. intr.2 become
crazy a person, loss of judgment or reason.?  v. tr.3 fam. Like a lot.

enlutadas



Dressed in mourning, a person or thing as a sign of pain and grief by the death of a person.

enmahecer
enmahecer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "rust" being its meaning:<br>enmahecer =
enmohecerenmohecer v. tr.1 cover a surface with a layer of rust: moisture rust the metales.2 leave something useless
or obsolete.

ennova
Ennova is an energy company that distributes self-consumption of easy to install kits.

enodino
enodino is incorrectly written, and should be written as "anodyne" being its meaning:<br>enodino = anodinoanodino,
na.1. adj. negligible, ineffective, insustancial.2. adj. Med. p us. Said of a medicinal product or a substance: that relieves
pain.

enofobia
Unhealthy and irrational fear of wine

enomania
1.-Enomania: ( from the Greek oinos, wine and mania, madness ).   (Rayer ). See: delirium tremens.<br>2.-Enomania is
both a wine bar and Italian restaurant located in Copenhagen. ENO comes from the word fo came in the ancient Greece
and craze is a morbid celebration or concern about something.<br>3.-Enomaniala wine craze. Also oenomania,
oinomania.

enquinche
enquinche verb enquinchar.Tradition that consists of two riders mounted on Chilean horses that pursue, herding and
tackle a steer that runs terror-stricken on the Crescent. The idea is 34, enquinchar " the animal, i.e. stop his career
bashing against an area especially arranged for the call would whip would.?? That is the Chilean rodeo, a show where
the animals have no chance of escape from the shock and the matrato.

enrisaoada
Of enriscar tr. Fig.Lift, elevar.prnl. Shelter, get between cliffs.

enrologia
enrologia = Neurologiala Neurology ( from classical Greek ½µ would to ½, " nerve "?? and the suffix-' ³¯±, " 34 study;?   )
It is the medical specialty that treats disorders of the nervous system. Specifically deals with the prevention, diagnosis,
treatment and rehabilitation of all diseases involving the central nervous system, the peripheral nervous system and the
autonomic nervous system, including its 40 wraps; bone ) tissue and blood vessels and muscles.

ensalza
( he/she/you ) singular person extols e:3ª This indicativo2ª person singular ( you ) imperativoensalza e:2ª person
singular ( vos ) imperativoensalzar tr. Enlarge, exalt.Praise, praise.

ensaño
Of highschool tr. Enrage ( ) irritate.prnl. Revel in causing the most possible damage who already can not defend



themselves.

ensina
Portuguese Spanish ensinaEn teaches

ensopegar
Catalan Spanish ensopegaren tripping

entalto
Aragonese voice which means = up.

entecer
Sick, weaken, enflaquecer.

enterosis
In medicine, stenosis or estegnosis ( of GR. aa½ea¹a, " shrunk "  ) It is a term used to denote the constriction or
narrowing of a hole or through body. You can be original congenital or acquired by tumors, thickening, or hypertrophy, or
by infiltration and fibrosis of the walls or edges luminal or valvular heart disease.It can be physiological as in the case of
oesophageal and aortic stenosis or even own uterine isthmus is the result of stenosis.

entesaron
They entesaron entesarentesaron:tercera = person plural preterite perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the
verb " entesar ".Meaning of " " entesar: tr. Put a thing tight and smooth.

entisetis
entisetis = EntesitisLa Entesitis is an inflammatory process of the entheses, which is what we call the area of insertion
into the bone of a muscle, tendon or a ligament. It may appear as part of a series of diseases, rheumatological, such as
ankylosing spondylitis or reactive arthropathy.

entornado
ajar = seam v. tr.1 partially close a door, a window, or the ojos.2 forward of the vertical or horizontal position which
occupies a cosa.tr. Return [the door or the window] towards the fence without closing it at all.DIC. eyes when they are
not closed by completo.tr.-prnl. Tilt, turn, transforming completely.

entrada en lengua huichol
the prefix ta - = input b ) p-a - ta-tixi-ma AS-FIG-input-mass-COM

entre si
Everything is related together Thorbjørn Jagland describes the intimate interrelationships between poverty, health and
the environment and proposes priorities for action.

entre si
In mathematics, two integers a and b are cousins Yes ( or coprime numbers, or cousins related ) if, by definition, do not
have any factor cousin in common, or, in other words, if you don't have another common divisor rather than 1 and - 1.



Equivalently are cousins, if and only if their greatest common divisor is equal to 1. example, 6 and 35 are cousins
together, but 6 and 27 are not because they are both divisible by 3. 1 is cousin to all integers, while 0 is only about 1 and
- 1.Un medium fast to determine whether two integers are cousins together is Euclid's algorithm.

entre telón
It is a piece of painted or not, smooth or pleated fabric which closes or opens the stage.

entrotar
Run trot the horse or the people.

entumece
the verb entumecerentumecer v. tr. Without flexibility or movement, especially a part of the body.

entundao
Sung - da. adj. proud, believed.

envijada
envijada = from embijasembijar tr-prnl. Paint, dyed with annatto or vermilion.  (Amer.  ) Dirtying, soiling.

envira
Envira is a municipality in the State of Amazonas, (41 Brazil; located on the right bank of the rio Tarauacá, tributary of
the Juruá River. It is part of the micro-region of Juruá, mesoregion of Southwest Amazonense. Has 17.431 inhabitants (
41 2007; and a surface of 13.381 km². It is crossed by the Envira.Fue River, founded on December 19, 1955, but the
Festival of Envira is celebrated on January 31. The founders came from the northeast of Brazil and were attracted by the
exploitation of rubber.The municipality's economy is based on Agriculture and livestock, being self-sufficient. There are
State schools, one of which offers secondary education. The Municipal Council is composed by 9
Councillors.Uncontacted indigenous inhabitants are in the forests of the region.

envira
envira is incorrectly written and it should be written as "delivery" being its meaning:<br>envira = Enviradaphnopsis
racemosa, commonly known as delivery or ibirá, is a species of the family of the Thymelaeaceae.Es a shrub from 1-4 m
tall; crust tough, brown-green, dioecious dicloino ( the sexes in 41 different shafts. It has intense green persistent leaves;
its leaves scattered along the branches. Leaves oblong spatulate, sessile, simple lanceolate to obovate, edge entire,
Apex obtuse, acuminate, 3-7 cm long. The flowers are in clusters of branches without leaves, yellowish white. It blooms
at the end of the winter. It presents a drupe, ovoid, 2-3 cm in diameter; fruiting in summer.

enzarzam
enzarzam is incorrectly written, and should be written as "they involved" being its meaning:<br>enzarzam = enzarzande
without tr. Entangle people or animals together so that they fight or argue.    prnl. Fight, fight.    Meddling in affairs or
complicated business solution or difficult to exit.

eofenismo
eofenismo = eufenismoUn euphemism is a word or expression politically palatable or less offensive that replaces
another word of bad taste or taboo, that may offend or suggest something not pleasant or pejorative to the listener. It
can also be the word or expression that substitutes for secret or sacred names to avoid to reveal to the uninitiated.



eorzle
Grave DIGGER who is ex officio open graves and bury the dead, zulogile (AN, 41 G; zulogin (G ) eorzale (AN ) eorzle (
41 BN; orzale ( BN, R ) hobiratzaile, hobigile (H, Lh ) hobiegile (H, Lh ) ehorzsari (H, Lh ) putzulari (L, Lh ) orzulogin (AN,
An. Ms 41...

epailea
in Basque Spanish referee epaileaen

epatotomia
epatotomia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hepatotomia" as meaning:<br>epatotomia =
Hepatotomiahepatotomia: ( from the Greek epar, and tomé, section 41. Surgical incision of the liver.

epea
apea = from apearapear tr. Descend or lower a cavalry or a means of transport.    It is built with the prep. from: climbed
the child horse. More c. prnl.: get off the bus.    Col. deter someone from their views, ideas, beliefs, etc.

epibiosis
The epibiosis is a resource used by certain animals and sessile plants ( i.e., that develop their lives attached to a place )
which are served from other animals and plants as settlement substrate.

epicarpo
epicarpoDe epi - and Gr. ±aaia °. m. Bot.En said the pericarp, is the outer layer of the same, which usually corresponds
to the outer or lower epidermis of the carpellary sheet.

epicentros
plural epicentroEl 40 epicenter epicenters; from Gr. a¯, epi, «envelope, in» and ½, kentron, "Center" 41 ½aa;? It is the
point on the surface of the Earth which is located on the vertical projection of the hypocenter or focus, the point on the
inside of the Earth which originates an epicenter terremoto.1El is usually the place, space, territory, surface, with most
damage and these seismic waves reach the subsurface and land outside. However, in the case of major earthquakes,
the length of the fault rupture may be very large, so much damage can be located not in the epicenter, but in any other
point of the rupture zone. For example, in the 2002 Denali earthquake, which reached a magnitude of 7.9 degrees, the
epicenter was located in the western end of the rupture zone, but the greatest damage occurred about 330 km from the
East end of the rupture zone.

epistemica
epistemic = Epistemologiala epistemology ( from the Greek would a¹aa ® ¼·?   «( episteme 41, " 34 knowledge; and» i³
do to ( logos 41, " 34 study;?  ) It is the branch of philosophy which aims of study knowledge.

eponio
eponio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "eponymous" being its meaning:<br>eponio = eponymous
Eponimoun is a name of a person or a place that gives its name to a town or place, as well as a concept or object of any
clase.1 thus, Romulo is the eponym of the Romans. In use is called sometimes eponymous name thus formed.

equidistan
They equidistan of equidistar v. intr. Be at the same distance from one or more other things or things at the same
distance between two or more points: all points on the perimeter of a circle equidistan Center.



equilidad
equilidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "equity" being its meaning:<br>equilidad = equidadLa equity is
one of the most important that should be. It means to seek equal justice before all the diversity of people. Especially with
the woman since many men don't see them with equality.

equipación
Kit f. set of clothes and things of particular use of a person for the practice or implementation of any task or sport.

equiparco
The village of Equiparco is located in the District of Cochapeti, belonging to the province of Huarmey in the Department
of Ancash, Peru.

equizar
EquizarCentralizar information concerning the equine world to facilitate access to it.To foster and promote the presence
of horses in academic and extra-curricular activities.Facilitate students of veterinary practices related to horses.Promote
sports and leisure activities with horses.Activities: workshops, conferences, visits to trade fairs, courses of equitation,
horses approaching.

erabundo
Wanderer,-da adj. Errante, no fixed address.

erantsitako
in Basque Deputy Spanish erantsitakoen

erdieztea
erdieztea is incorrectly written, and should be written as "erditzea" as meaning:<br>erdieztea = erditzeaen Basque
Spanish birth erditzeaen

ereazo
ereazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "herazo" being its meaning:<br>ereazo = herazoJulio Herazo
caves, was born in Barranquilla, on March 5, 1929, but it is considered a native of Guamal, Magdalena, place where he
arrived with just one year of age. He started singing at age 10 and soon consolidated an artistic name stations of Santa
Marta, Cartagena, and Barranquilla.

erectica
Erectildisfuncion Erectilla erectile dysfunction or impotence or disability ( often still called in Spanish incorrectly
impotence, which technically already is not the term accepted by specialists in Sexology ) It is repeated to achieve or
sustain an erection firm enough as to have satisfactory sexual intercourse.

ereignis
in German ereignisen Spanish event

eremofobia
Fear of being alone. It is defined as a persistent, abnormal, and unwarranted fear to be only either to the feeling of
loneliness.



ereñaga
The surname Erenagas has Heraldic Shield or Spanish blazon, certified by the chronicler and Dean Rey de Armas Don
Vicente chains and Vicent.Blasonario of inbreeding iberica.nomenclator of Basque surnames * euskal deituren map,
Mikel Gorrotxategi, 1998Las provinces where EREÑAGA is more common son:erenaga in Biscay, 3081 ° surname most
common, with 52 people who have it as a first name and 80 as the second name being

eres un follonero
You're a troublemaker, a Brawler, a jaranero, a rowdy, a quarrelsome.That they like or enjoy Jamborees or trouble.

ergativo
1.-The ergative case is a grammatical case used in languages ergative-absolutivas (41 EA; to mark the subject of a
transitive verb. In these languages, the subject of an intransitive verb and the object of a transitive verb instead often
marked with absolutive case.  < > 2-br is known as 40 ergative language; or ergative-absolutiva ) than that in which the
subject of the nontransitive constructions is marked the same way as the object of the transitive, and the subject of the
transitive marked in a different way. This type of language contrasts with nominative type.When the ergativas languages
distinguish cases, the subject of a transitive corresponds to the ergative case and both of the transitive direct object and
the subject of the intransitive correspond to the absolutive case.

erguimientos
Plural of erection. = Action and effect of stand.Stand tall. Get and put right a cos, especially the neck, head, etc.

eriazos
Eriazo-za ( plural of erio ) adj. Erialaplicase land or field uncultivated or styling

erkidegoa
in Basque language erkidegoaen Spanish community

ermen
1.-Ermen Benítez ( n. Esmeraldas, province of Esmeraldas, Ecuador, may 4, 1961 ) 1 better known as Panther, was an
Ecuadorian footballer, striker historic ( 191 goals ) Tournament of the series of Ecuador.Es father of the late footballer
Christian Benítez and Ronny Benitez, who played in the first Division of Mexico.<br>2. The meaning of the name Ermen
is universal, Whole = to the wholesale

erraron
they erred in errarerrar v. tr./intr.1 a mistake. wrong. v. intr.2 go from one place to another without a purpose or reason
given: the animals abandoned by their owners tend to wander through the countryside or the city stunned and
disoriented.? vagar.3 Divagar imagination or thought, going from one thing to another successively without order, target
or specific reason.

erroak
in Basque Spanish erroaken real estate

errou
Portugese lost Spanish errouEn



es culo de mal asiento
refers to this phrase when someone is excessively restless / changing very fast idea, work, or that you move ( that is not
centered, go!  ) acting unconsciously and without a fixed direction.

es get
English is Spanish geten is to get

es peligroso el empeine
The amount of tendon ending there and which are responsible for the mobilization of the foot.

esbereco
esbereco is incorrectly written, and should be written as "bereco" as meaning:<br>esbereco = berecobobo, silly

esbirros
Square brackets.

esbirros
Henchmen

esbirros
Hitmen.

esbirros
Those who dedicate themselves professionally to execute violent authority orders.

esbirros
Plural of the Italian word sbirro.

esca rpin
( Ital. scarpino ) Velvet slashed and blunt-tipped shoe.Indoor footwear that was placed on top of the medium or
sock.Argent. and Urug. Baby footwear, made of woven wool or yarn, that covers the foot and ankle.

escabullendose
1.-Escaping.<br>2. Hiding.

escacez
shortage is incorrectly written, and should be written as "shortages" being its meaning:<br>shortage = escasezLa
insufficiency is the inadequacy of basic resources such as water, food, energy, housing, etc., that are considered
fundamental to meet the survival or non-core resources that meet different needs in human societies in various
aspects.Usually a single company does not have sufficient resources to provide adequately the needs of its population,
so it is necessary to Exchange and trade in goods and services. The shortage forced to prioritize the needs and goals of
the society.



escampar el poll
in valeciano escape the Spanish pollen propalar or spread, leave

escapularios
Plural of EscapularioPor scapular two pieces associated with the Catholic religion can be understood: a piece of the
monastic clothing or a piece of devotion.The monastic scapular is a piece of fabric part of the habit of some Catholic
religious congregations, male and female ( Carmelites, Trinitarians, mercy, Dominicans, etc. ). Consists of a strip with an
opening where the head gets and which hangs over the chest and back, pending the shoulder ( in latin, scapula ) It is
part of slaughter costume used by Benedictine monks among others and is symbol of the yoke of Cristo.El devotional
scapular is derived from the monastic scapular but it is much smaller: are two pieces of gender joined by two long bands
or cords.

escardaba
Verb weeding.Pronunciation: [Es.kaþedaþ] (41 AFI;Etymology: prefix is-, I Thistle and the suffix - arVerbo transitivo1
agriculture. Mechanically removing the weeds for a crop.Synonyms: trim, carpal, proposals, weeding, deslechugar,
weed, desyuyar, escabuchar, escardillar, escavanar, sachar, sallar hypernym: desmalezar2 by extension and
figuratively, separate the good from the bad.Examples: Saying send weeding chives

escarniosa
Person who makes mockery and mockery of another.

escarrar
scratch, scratch

escazes
The shortage is the inadequacy of basic resources such as water, food, energy, housing, etc., that are considered
fundamental to meet the survival or non-core resources that meet different needs in human societies in various
aspects.Usually a single society lacks sufficient resources to provide adequately the needs of its population, so it is
necessary to Exchange and trade in goods and services. The shortage forced to prioritize the needs and goals of the
society.

escepticismo religioso
Religious skepticism is a type of skepticism relating to religion should not be confused with atheism.Skeptics question
religious authority and mistrust or doubt the truth or effectiveness of some or several practices religiosas.1 many are
theists, believe in gods, but reject organized religion.

escindirse
in escindirescindir v. cult tr.1 dividing a set into two or more parts, usually of importance or value semejante.2 break an
atomic nucleus by bombardment of neutrons to release energy.

esclapa
The 14th edition of the route Esclapa eye, organized by the festival Committee Cipieres will take place June 14, 2014.

escobo sinonimo
Sweep-Broom, brush, escobonescoba: brush, broom, brush, Sweeper, escobajolampazo: sponge, MOP, cloth, broom



escolia
escolia of escoilarescoliar ( esko '' ljaþ ) verb transitivoponer explanatory notes in a text

escopia
The fluoroscopy is also used as guide specific surgical procedures, Asper example, the use of catheters
enintervenciones minimally invasive.

escor
Slag is a company of private property in Australia. Founded in 1995, the company can trace its origins through the
Smorgon family businesses back to 1927.

escosas
Escosas Bar & Resort is located 30 minutes north of Dumaguete City, an hour's flight out of the country? S capital,
Manila. The relaxed lifestyle on the island has attracted the Paterson to establish a second home. But what originated as
a private residence, then now it has expanded to be destination getaway in Negros Oriental.

escrache
Escrache is the name given in Argentina, Uruguay and Spain to a type of peaceful demonstration in which a group of
human rights activists is directed to the residence or workplace of someone who wants to denounce. It's a slang word
referring to a method of protest based on direct action, which aims to claims you make known to the public.

escrepito
escrepito is incorrectly written, and should be written as "estrepido" as meaning:<br>escrepito = estrepitoestrepito.   (
from lat. streptus ).1 m noise considerable.2. m. ostentation, apparatus in the realization of something.

escritores
plural writers of escritorUn writer is a person who uses words written in various styles and techniques to communicate
ideas. Writers produce different forms of literary art and creative writing, such as novels, stories, poetry, plays, news
articles, scripts, or trials. Expert writers can use language to express ideas and their work contributes significantly to the
cultural content of a society. The word is also used in the arts elsewhere, as a composer, however the term " 34 writer; It
usually refers to the creation of written language.

escrituralidad
1.-The catawbas resisted the escrituralidad and used it only in English as a defense against the outsiders, while the
Cherokee adopted the escrituralidad and the utilizaronsolamente in Cherokee for their own
propositosinternos.<br>2.-escrituralidad between speakers of minority languages contributes or not to the linguistic
rights of such minorities and the preservation of their language.

escuchar ruidos cardiacos
The doctor may hear abnormal heart and lung sounds when listening to the chest with a stethoscope.

escudo de venezuela
The coat of arms of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela is the heraldic emblem that represents the country, and which
constitutes, together with the flag and the national anthem, the national symbols of Venezuela.



escursionas
Excursionuna tour is a tour or cruise, usually on foot, having one or more purposes, which can be: scientific, cultural,
sporting, educational, military, recreational or tourist recreational and sports purposes to natural or rural areas known as
hiking. The person fond of these activities is known as hiker.It is also known as hikers who make cultural and tourist
routes.

esforzarsen
esforzaresforzar tr.1 v. verb undergo an organ or a capacity to an effort, using it with greater intensity than normal. do v.
prnl.2 strive to make physical or mental exertion to get something.

esgarba
Esgarbar.complacer, please fall well, falling into grace, ingratiate, content, dar gusto, delight, divert, gratify, you please,
flatter, meet well, recreate, satisfy; be condescending

esgarramantas
Person of little worth.

esgh
esgh = European society of genetic Humanaes a non-profit organization. Its objectives are to promote research in
human and medical genetics, basic and applied, to ensure high standards in clinical practice and to facilitate contacts
between all those who share these objectives, in particular those who work in Europe. Society will encourage and seek
to integrate research and its translation into clinical benefits and professional and public education in all areas of human
genetics.

esguaz
substantive masculinovado * ( a 41 River;.

esgunfiado
Annoyed

eskertiren antonimoa
eskertiren antonimoa is incorrectly written and should be written as "eskortieren antonyms" being its
meaning:<br>eskertiren antonimoa = eskortieren eskortieren Spanish antonimosen German antonimosen escort
antonyms

esko
Esko, formerly called EskoArtwork, is a company's graphic arts pre-press production hardware and software and offering
a portfolio of applications and consulting services support. It mainly specializes in the design of packaging and pre-press
solutions, but it also produces software for general commercial use prepress workflow.

eskubidea
in Basque Spanish eskubideaen right

eskuminak
in Basque language eskuminaken Spanish greeting



eskutatu
in Basque Spanish eskutatuen hide

eskutokia
Basque Spanish eskutokiaen handle

eslabones
Plural of link.A link is each of the rings or elements that form a chain. Also usually apply the term to chains of another
type, such as food, human, etc. The links of a chain as such are usually metallic. They are usually cut using a shear.

eslaimado
eslaimado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "eslamado" as meaning:<br>eslaimado = Galician
soso-saSosa 40 eslamadoen;Female: 41 Sosa; adjective 1 which have no salt.

eslamiado
in Galician Spanish eslamiadoen sosa

esloganizacion
Esloganizacion in the communication between peers in Web2.0

esmeno
Catalan Spanish esmenoen amendment

esmirrear
esmirrear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "grinding" being its meaning:<br>esmirrear = esmerilaresmerilar
v. tr. Buffing a surface with Emery.

esmor
Esmor s.a., is an industry engaged in the manufacture of furniture that initiated his career in 1985, since its Constitution
has manufactured furniture with a very defined style, based on reproductions of French furniture and English etc.

esmorga
Means in Galician = party (Spree )

esmorga
fun loud and exaggerated

esmunyir
Catalan Spanish esmunyiren seep

eso si
Assumption or belief of what could happen or avoid.



esodermo
The mesoderm is one of the three embryonic leaves or cell layers constituting the embryo. Training can be done by
enterocoely or schizocoely from a blastocyst in the process called Gastrulation. Prior to the formation of the mesoderm
and the Gastrulation process, there are two layers, the hypoblast and epiblast. The epithelial cells of the epiblast are
transformed into accommodating migrant mesenchymal cells, are invaginan and give rise to the 3 embryonic layers,
pushing the hypoblast to the yolk sac epithelium.

esofago de barret
Barrett's esophagus, Barrett syndrome, refers to an abnormal change of cells of the terminal portion of the esophagus,
i.e. a metaplasia, which may be the result of injury due to exposure to stomach acid or by reflujo.1 Barrett's esophagitis
is also present in 10% of patients who seek medical care for gastroesophageal reflux. It is considered a disorder
pre-maligno, for being associated with a certain risk of esophageal cancer, but patients under endoscopic control and
proper treatment can minimize that risk.

esoteri
esoteri is incorrectly written, and should be written as "esoteric" being its meaning:<br>esoteri = esotericoesoterico,-ca
adj.1 that is hidden, reserved or is only detectable or affordable for a few iniciados.2 that is incomprehensible or difficult
to understand.

esotras
esotras other, tra pron Plural. Dem. Ant. That other and that another contraction.

espanyol
Espanyol is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Spanish" being its meaning:<br>Catalan Spanish espanyolen
Spanish

esparsiones
esparsiones = exparsiones of espandirExpandir v. tr. and pron. Make something that was apredado to spread.Make a
fluid will dilate.

esparsiones
Origin: grammatical Esparsioncategoria: name, Desusoetimologia: from the latin sparso - Inis

espartano catre
Spartan, na.   ( from lat. Spart nus ).3 adj. Austero, sober, firm, severo.catre m. light and narrow bed for one person.

espartirio
Female inner garment to wrap the body from bust to hips.

especimenes
1. -Specimens of animals or plants that are collected for study.<br>2. -Samples.<br>3. -Models.<br>4. -Copies.<br>5.
-From latin specimens.<br>6. — Plural of specimen.

espejeante
the verb espejearespejear.1. Intr. Shine or shine like a mirror.



espelde
The surname Epelde has coat of arms or Spanish blazon, certified by the chronicler and Dean Rey de Armas Don
Vicente chains and Vicent.Se knows that the Epelde have or had radiation, among other places, in: * Basque or
Navarre.

espensa
espensa = expensaexpensas.  ( from lat. expense [pecunia], [money] spent 41.1 f. pl. Expenses, costs.

espercudida
Feminine singular past participle of verb " clean "Meaning of " " clean: enliven, fall.

espercudir
despercudir.1. tr. Cleaning or what is grimy. U m in 1leather. tr. Am. Fall, wake up to a person. U t. c. prnl.3. prnl. Am.
Told of the skin: blanched, lighten it.

esperica
Of spherical-caRelativo to the sphere ( 41 geometric body;. In the language of sport, balloon or ball of pliable material
and filled with air.

esperits
Junk in Valencian = spirits in Spanish

esperma de velas
Las candelas, ( candles or sperm ) they are light sources made of wax with a wick in the Center.

esperma de velas
Sperm/espelma think it's because, in the past, candles were manufactured with whale blubber and this was called "
sperm " do not know if by comparison or because they truly believed it was the sperm of cetaceans.

esperrio
esperriaresperriar verb: yell, frighten with voices.

espertis
According to the Oxford English Dictionary the word expertis means do expertise do or do ability do, by what we
recommend using any of these two Spanish voices as equivalent of the English word.????

espibiar
espibiar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "glean" being its meaning:<br>espibiar = espigarespigar.  ( from
lat. spic re ).1 tr. Take stems that have been in the rastrojo.2. tr. Take one or more written, digging here and there, data
that someone you are interested in. U t3. tr. CARP. Make stem in the woods which have to otras.4. tr. Salt. Ask and give
the gift to the novios.5. tr. DeSUS. Said of a horse: moving the tail, shaking it up below. U. was t. c. intr.6. Intr. Breads
and other seeds said: begin to take espigas.7. prnl. Saying of some vegetables, such as lettuce and artichokes: grow
too and stop being own food by being endurecido.8. prnl. Someone said: grow significantly.



espinado
three-spined stickleback, sa or prickly, da adj. It has thorns.    Arduous, difficult:

espiribunda
Says the person with a tenacious, unbreakable spirit, but pious and simple.

espiribundo
Says the person with a tenacious, unbreakable spirit, but pious and simple.

espirógrafos
A Spirograph is an instrument that serves to draw hipotrocoides and epitrocoides. It consists of a series of gears of
different sizes, each of which has several holes at different distances from the Center by which pretends to be the tip of
a pencil or a spherographic pen.

espleno
Prefix which means spleen.

espolvar
Powder release something.

espolvar
Powder release something.

esponso
m. rag or sponge used to esponsar.

espugar
Clean of fleas or lice to someone.

espundiosos
espundiosos is incorrectly written and it should be written as "espandiosos" being its meaning:<br>espandiosos =
espandiososde espandiar or espandirque has expanded greatly.

esquerdes
Esquerdes is a population and French commune, located in the region of Nord-Pas de Calais, Pas-de-Calais
Department, in the arrondissement of Saint-Omer and the canton of Lumbres.

esquililla
Diminutive of shearing.    The shearing, cutting hair of sheep with use of its wool.    A campaign, called shearing ( the
got. * sklla; CF. a. to the. Ant. scella ). Term, very typical of the region of León (Spain ) by which refers to a small
campaign used to summon the acts of community in convents, houses, parishes, shrines and processions or other acts.
Similar to the cowbell.     A main element ( typical and only one of the processions of Holy week in Zamora ) the dress of
the railings, person who rings the ring, one per hand, announcing the daytime processions. Each Brotherhood of
Semana Santa Zamora has a custom set of Becerril to be used by the Rails in their procession.



esquilos
plural of Aeschylus (Zoology ) rodent mammal gives family Sciuridae

esquizofrã
1.-esquizofra = schizophrenic<br>2.-relative to schizophrenia<br>3.-psychosis characterized by the breakdown of
contact withthe outside world.

estacionar frente a vado permanente
The Royal Decree 1428 / 2003 clearly States in its article 94.2. (f) ) that it is forbidden to park in front of the marked
passages.

estadales
Length 40 estadalMedida; plural 3,334 m; four rods ).Blessed in some sanctuary, which is usually put to the neck
tape.Match ( 41 sailing; that often have long a State.

estalica
static-ca adj.1 which remains in the same State and does not experience changes. still, still. dinamico.2 applies to a
person who is stopped because of an emotion.

estalmista
estalmista is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Stalinist" being its meaning:<br>estalmista =
estalinistaestalinista adj. Stalin, Stalinism or concerning them: Stalinist doctrine.    adj. and com. Supporter of Stalin and
Stalinism:

estanislao
Stanislaus is a male name of Slavic, meaning 34 origin;Glory and honor of his 34 group; or "" get the glory.

estar a ras de tierra
1. Something is to ground level when the bottom ( 41 base; It is at the same level of the surface of land ( or the 41 floor;
or almost touching it.<br>2.-A flush ground as expression, means lacking in moral elevation.

estar al cabo de la calle
Be aware.

estar al día
be aware or informed of any event or news.

estar como un tren
be like a train: attractive, have charm.   (Spain )

estar como una rosa
It is said of the young and beautiful woman.



estar e sus cabales
be sane.

estar echo un pincel
be echo a brush is incorrectly written and should be written as "being made a brush" being its meaning:<br>be echo
brush = be done be someone very composed and elegant brush.

estar en el septimo cielo
Out of the world. In a place full of peace and happiness. Absent and distracted.   <  <The truth is that listening to music
is as if it were in seventh heaven >  >. According to the theories of the Renaissance, the universe consisted of several
areas which were governed by a harmonic system. The highest sphere was paradise. Dante Alighieri ( 1265 - 1321 )
tells us in <  <The Divine Comedy >  > the skies of paradise are nine, result of multiplying three, the perfect number, by
itself. The seventh is the planets, then come the fixed stars, the first mobile, where reside the Saints. Above all, inhabit
Dios. Who is in the seventh heaven is, therefore, very close to perfection.

estar frio
Be a person distant and cold.

estar hasta la coronilla
colloquial speech hastiar is, Gorge, living up to the neck ( colloquial ) living up to the neck ( colloquial )fam. Very tired.

estar que arde
It means that one is very angry.It may also refer to the markets when they are going very well.

estarrufa
Catalan Spanish estarrufaen bristles

estarrufarse
estarrufarse of the verb estarrufar = bristle

estasicos
estasicosrelativo to the estasisestasis f. med. Stagnation or agglomeration of blood or other liquid in any part of the
body.

estatero
The Stater or Stater ( Greek: paragraph ®, literally " 34 weight;  ) He was a former currency of electro, silver or gold,
used in several regions of Greece.

estenorraquis
It is a condition that is increasingly more frequent in older people and compromising mainly lumbar and cervical columns
where there is a narrowing of the root canals. It produces characteristic symptoms that can lead to disability not be
treated on time. In most cases treatment is surgical.

estentor



The origin of the word goes back to Greek mythology. There was in it a character named Stentor, who just had the
ability to shout with all their lungs, to put it in some way. Homer proclaimed him, comparing its unison with the tumult of
fifty men.Stentor perished by reason, in the case of the Greek myths: the gods are baited, faithful to its policy that no
mortal should lift its head. The Roman mercury ) as well, the god Hermes ( He challenged him to a duel of screams. The
result is that Hermes, for being God, won, while Stentor perished in a miserable way, bursting like a toad.In tribute to
Stentor, in the times of Alejandro Magno was christened tube estentorofonico an invention consisting of a trumpet
attached to an amplifier Horn, that would be the grandfather of the current megaphones.

estercófago
Estercofago eating dung, from the latin stercos - stercoris = manure.

esterfago
esterfago = fagoPerfil ester Ester phage (Ester phage )   '' s on Myspace, the main destination of social entertainment
driven by the passion of our fans.

estilografía
Of estilografico,-ca adj./s. f. Applies to the pen that works with a load of ink that leads into the handle.

estipendip
Stipend. Compensation given to a person by their work and service.

estocada muerte
In particular, thrust giving the Bullfighter leaving the gun stuck in the bull to death

estomatopia
f generic name to refer to diseases of the mouth.

estrapausa
estrapausa = estratopausaLa stratopause is the transition which is located between the mesosphere and stratosphere
layer.

estrategica
strategic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "strategic-ca" being its meaning:<br>strategic, - ca on the
estrategia.2 adj.1 applies to the place that is the key, or has a decisive importance for the development of something:

estrato donde se presente la queratohialina
The KERATOHYALIN granules in the cells of the stratum is granular and is a precursor of soft keratin; that is in the
epidermis and in certain parts of the hair. During the formation of hard keratin does not appear the keratohyalin.

estrepitoza
estrepitoza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "obstreperous" being its meaning:<br>crashing,-sa adj.1 that
causes very visible or spectacular estrepito.2.

estrias



estriaLas stretch marks plural Striae are atrophies skin in the form of winding of whitish or blue lines which, located in
connective tissue, seen by transparency through the epidermis.They are preferably located in the wall of the belly, hips,
buttocks, legs, thighs, arms, back and breasts. In reality, they are a pathological state of the connective tissue of the
dermis, characterized by excessive fibrosis located in the form of strings in response to the breakdown and poor quality
of the previously existing fibers. We can say that they are scars of this tissue.If stretch marks are formed, are Violet or
purple, it tells us that the dermis has blood supply. If then they are pink, also have irrigation. When there is no blood
supply are ( 41 medium orange; color.

estribaciones
plural of estribacionestribacion.  ( be ).1 f. Geogr. Footboard or ramp on mountain which derives from a mountain range.

estrio
the verb estriarestriar v. tr. Develop stretch marks on a surface.

estrobos
m. sea strobe. Piece of out together at their ends which served for suspend heavy things, hold the paddle to the
escalmo and other similar applications.

estruendido
estruendido is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Din" being its meaning:<br>estruendido =
estruendoestruendo s. m.1 very big noise. Bang, fragor.2 Confusion or disorder consisting of many people crying and
moving

estudibir
estudibir is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'study' being its meaning:<br>estudibir = estudiarestudiar tr. e
intr. Exercise understanding to understand or learn one thing.    Study at universities or other educational institutions.   
tr. Examine carefully, analyze.

estudillo
La Casa de Estudillo ( or Estudillo House in English ) It is a House of adobe in San Diego, California, built in 1827 by
José María Estudillo and his son José Antonio, ancient settlers of San Diego.

etefani
Renée Gwen Stefani is a singer-songwriter, known as Gwen Stefani American fashion designer. He made his debut as
a singer in 1986 and achieved fame with the third Studio album of the band No Doubt entitled Tragic Kingdom.

eteras
plural of eteraEtera may refer to: customer, in the Etruscan civilization.    Hierodula or hetera in Greek civilization ( the
use of 34, étera " without " (h) " It is unusual for this context, but it appears in any bibliography )

etnoculturales
plural of etnoculturaetno; it comes from razacultura are the Customs and traditions that define a puebloetnocultura =
customs and traditions that define an ethnic group or race specific.

etnolinguista



efficient: person who studies ethno-linguistic, both studying the variation of language in relation to culture ( common
approach with linguistic anthropology ) as the language uses ethnic identity-related aspects

etopeyo
etopeyo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "epic" being its meaning:<br>etopeyo = epopeyaLa is a
sub-genre of epic or narrative, written most often in long verse (Hexameter ) or prose, which consists of the extensive
narration of transcendental or actions worthy of memory for a village around the figure of a hero who represents more
considers virtues.

etorria izan
in Basque language etorria Spanish izanen welcomed to

etsi etsian
in Basque Spanish etsianen etsi desperately

etxano goiko
in Basque etxano Spanish goikoen part of above the town of amorebieta-etxano

etxipena
Etxipena or etcipena in Basque.Disappointment in Spanish.

euforisantes
euforisantes = addictive addictive adj. and n. m. Applies to the substance that produces State of euphoria.    * addictive.
adj. said of a substance: that produces euphoria

eumetria
( From the Greek eu, well, and metron, measure 41.   (R. 41 Baron;   (Anthropology ). Synonym: mesometria. The State
of an individual of mass and form media and harmonious.

euroasitica
euroasitica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eurasian" being its meaning:<br>euroasitica = Euroasiaticade
Europe and Asia

euroasitica
euroasitica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eurasian" being its meaning:<br>euroasitica =
euroasiaticaeuroasiatico, euroasiaticaadjetivo 1.    Concerning the geographical group formed by Europe and Asia.   
Synonyms: Eurasian 2.    masculine adjective/noun and female [mestizo] who is son of a European person and other
Asian.

eurofilo
It is favorable to the realization of the European Union

eusi
Eusi Kwayana, formerly Sydney King ( born on 1925 April 04 ) [1] is a Guyanese political. A Minister of the Cabinet in



the Progressive Party of 40 people;41 PPP; the Government of 1953, he was arrested by the British army in 1954. Later
he left the PPP to form ASCRIA (African society of cultural relations with 41 independent Africa; a Pan Africanist group
of core which, after a brief flirtation with the National Congress of 40 people;41 PNC; of Forbes Burnham, fused into the
the Alliance of the village worker (WPA ).

eusidia
Fantuzzi EusidiaFecha of birth: October 04 1923Muerte: 13 October 2011necropolis: Torino (TO )

euskady
euskady = Basque euskadien euskadien Spanish Countryel Basque country or Basque country is a Spanish
autonomous community, located at the northeastern end of the Cantabrian Strip, bordering to the North with the Bay of
Biscay and France, to the South with La Rioja, Cantabria and Burgos West and East with Navarra.

euskarri magnetikoa
magnetic media.

eusten
Eusten society of hypertension and Cardiovascular risk in the Basque country.

eutopico
1. Jesus said is of the tissue or organ that is located in the place that suits you.<br>2.-it is a pregnancy that is implanted
outside the uterus, usually in one of the fallopian tubes, and begins to grow there<br>3.-it is an abnormal pregnancy that
occurs outside of the matrix ( 41 uterus; Baby ( 41 fetus; It cannot survive and, frequently, is not developed at all in this
type of pregnancy.<br>4.-Eutopico is the form of a thought.<br>5.-the leadership Eutopico: is a movement created by
professors Salvador Garcia and Ceferí Soler ( ESADE ) and whose etymology is derived from the union of the words
would us which means: right, well, happy.?? And moles: place.??<br>6.-Eutopico = Eutopia<br>7.-us: normal - topic:
position - is a kidney in normal position

eutrofisacion
eutrofisacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "eutrophication" being its meaning:<br>eutrofsacion =
Eutrofizacionen ecology the term eutrophication means the enrichment of nutrients in an ecosystem. The most widely
used refers specifically to the more or less massive contribution of inorganic nutrients in an aquatic ecosystem.
Eutrofizado is the ecosystem or environment characterized by an abnormally high abundance of nutrients.

evasivas
Plural of elusiveness.You can circumvent a difficulty or a danger.Rodeo, recourse to evade a difficulty.

evasivas
Excuses, excuses, rodeos, loopholes, loopholes, etc.

evi
Assessment of disabilities 40 teams;EVI ) There are all the addresses provincial del Instituto national of the Security
Social ( INSS ) except in Catalonia. The Ministry of labour and immigration, a proposal from the INSS, may decide the
Constitution of more than one assessment in those provincial team in which the number of cases to solve or
characteristics of some labor so do so.



evocando
Evoke v. tr.1 remember or bring to mind something perceived, lived or known in the past. 2 Remember one thing to
another value or similar. 3 Call the spirit of a dead man. invoke.

ex revolucionario
Revolutionary yesteryear sormo part of a revolution.

exahusta
exhausted,-ta adj.1 applies to the person or animal that are exhausted or tired, weak or no strength: fell on the couch
exhausta.2 who is exhausted or has little of what should have:

exaspero
the verb exasperarexasperar v. tr. Cause great irritation or anger. exacerbate, irritar.exasperar tr-prnl. Irritate [a sore or
sensitive part], exacerbate the dolor.fig.Irritar, give cause for great anger [one] .exasperar ( eksaspe '' þaþ ) verb
transitivoirritar exacerbate generate great irritation or anger

excama
excama = EscamaEscamaLa Flake is a flattened layer present in the dermis of many living beings. The scales
presented in large numbers, are imbricated between skin. Its main function is the protection and insulation.

excavaciones
Plural of excavation.In archaeology, called excavation to the process of analysis of the natural and anthropogenic
cross-sections that settle in a particular location. The excavation process consists of removing the deposits in the
reverse order to how you have been formed.

exclusora
It leaves out, it excludes.

exclusoras
Of exclusion. Excluir.Apartar or remove someone or something of a place or a group: excluded those who had fewer
points of the competition. Incluir.2 reject or do not take into account a possibility. Take [to a person or thing] out of the
site; not to admit their input, their participation.Dismiss or deny the possibility [of something]. fig.Not be compatible with
[someone or something].

exentas
free = plural of exentaexento,-ta adj.1 which is free of charges or obligations. 2 That is free from something harmful or
harmful. 3. It is wide to the construction that is isolated or separated from a wall or other construction.

eximido
" exempted ": masculine singular past participle of verb " exempt ".Meaning of " " exempt: tr. and prnl. Librar, extricate
someone charges, obligations, faults, etc.:; It has double p. p.: one reg.: exempted, and another irreg.: free.Meaning of "
" exempt: tr. and r. deliver one of its obligation.

exito en quechua
Sami



exobiologia
1.-Science that studies the possibilities of existence of life in the universe, out of the land.<br>2.-exobiology specifically
studied the possibilities of extraterrestrial life, while radically away from the mere UFO hypothesis. Although his Studio is
universal, to date there is evidence showing the existence of some form of life generated outside the planet Earth.

exofilico
In species of exofilico 40 behavior; those entering the House, feed and leave before or dawn ) fumigation has failed to
reduce its abundance of indoor air, as demonstrated with l. nuñeztovari in Bolivia ( 41-27; Taking into account that l.
longiflocosa apparently have exofilico behavior in the study area, is very likely that the use of nets impregnated with
insecticide is a more appropriate than fumigation measure. On the other hand, this measure would have no problems of
acceptance by the community due to the good predisposition to use nets which could be by the inhabitants.

exofobia
The exofobia is a reaction typical of minorities to be at a disadvantage in a hostile environment.

exoma
The exome is the part of the genome consisting of exons, i.e. the coding parts of genes that will be part of the mature
messenger RNA, and as this translated by cellular machinery, will give rise to proteins. It is the most important functional
part of the genome and which contributes to a greater extent to the final phenotype of an organism. Approximately
corresponds to 1.5% of the human genome.

exona
Exon is a model series of aluminum resulting rim 18 inch model "34 EXON;.    Delivered without central trim or screws.

exonarse
exonarse is incorrectly written, and should be written as "exempt" being its meaning:<br>exonerarexonerar exonarse.    
( from lat. exoner re ).1 tr. Ease, download weight or obligation. U t. c. prnl.2. tr. Separate, deny or dismiss someone for
a job.

exorbita
of exorbitarExagerar

exorbitado
Of exorbitar ( eksoþ²i ' taþ ) verb transitivohacer something more than what is considered normal. Exaggerate

exorto
exorto = exhortoSe called a warrant, in procedural law, a request in the context of a judicial procedure by which a judge
or a court, in use of its functions, is directed toward another judge or Court of the same hierarchy effects than the
recipient judge run a procedural act necessary for the litigation to the judge sender.

exparcion
exparcion is incorrectly written and should be written as " 34 expansion; being its meaning: < /br > exparcion =
expansionexpancion: action and effect of expanding

exparte



Esparte of espartir.despartir.  ( From lat. dispart «re 41.;1 tr. DeSUS. Separate, remove, dividir.2. tr. DeSUS. Put peace
between those who waged.

expeditez
From speedy,-ta adj.1 which is clear or unobstructed. 2 cult applies to the person expeditiva.expedito, - ta
Desembarazado adj., free of all hindrance; soon to act.

expele
the verb expelerexpeler.  ( from lat. expell re ).1 tr. Eject.

experticia en vehiculo
Daily drivers and users move to the headquarters of Revision of vehicles of the South Cone Center, attached to the
National Institute of traffic and land transportation, for conducting the respective review technical, mechanical and
physical vehicles, as it established in article 29 of the chapter II of the transit and ground transportation Act.

explicidad
explicidad is in a consistent and accurate way what you ask or any item that you post.

exponible
from medieval Latin exponibilis, from the verb 40 exponere; see exhibit )  ( of a proposition ) capable of or that require
explanation:

exportschlager
German schlager export Spanish exportschlageren

exprisionero
A person who has been in prison and is now free.

extasiado
Spellbound, astonished, beside himself:

extáticos
Plural of ecstatic, ca.  ( From Gr. do ° aa±a¹ ° to 41.;1 adj. That you are in Ecstasy, or have it frequently or regularly.

extinguido
extinct is the participle of extinction that it is in the dictionary of the Spanish of America and Spain ( 41 2003; with the
following meanings: extinguish. verb. 1. Make one thing ends or ceases to exist, especially after having been decreasing
or disappearing little by little.

extintar
But the market still impose fire extinguisher and come the point when we say extinct that fire. Then, it will be
understandable because extintar will come from the fire extinguisher. Unless we recognize as Cervantes, the genius of
the Spanish language, intelligence and use are the grammar of good talk and good writing.



extra features
extra English Spanish featuresen additional features

extra oficial
extra officer = extraoficialextraoficial adj. That is outside the official. adj. unofficial, not official.

extraacadémico
Academic represents that you can develop other activities outside academia.

extractivas
plural of extractivaextractivo - va adj. relative to extraction.

extractivas
Extractive industry is all that is dedicated to exploiting mineral, water, and biological resources from a specific place, or a
geographical landscape in terms of geography...There are extractive industries of oil, mining, companies that felled
trees, whole system that carries water to your community is an industry of these, there are countless, even saw the
again that there is a brand of bottled water in the USA that brings giant blocks of ice from the Antarctic to melt it and sell
it...

extraordinarios
Plural of extraordinary,-ria adj. do adj./s. m.2 that happens or is done rarely or in situations special. do s. m.3 copy of a
newspaper or magazine published for some reason special. do adj./s. f.4 applies to pay that occurs in addition to the
salary, normally in summer and Christmas holidays:???

extreverandome
entreverarentreverar verb ( derived from vary <? LAT. interjection, between variare, vary.  ) transitive verb 1 mix one
thing with another to get variety. verb Argentina, Peru mixed people, animals or things haphazardly.

extrobertido
extrobertido is incorrectly written, and should be written as "estrovertido" as meaning:<br>extrobertido =
extrovertidoextrovertido, - da adj./s. m. and f. Applies a person who has the facility to express their feelings and to
interact with others.

exu
Exu, in yoruba language " 34 sphere; It concerns within the traditions of Yoruba, Bantu and heard disembodied spirits.  
"He sees all "   "The one in all 34 Parties;.

eye en tarahumara
Mother

ez etortzea
in Basque ez etortzeaen English does not come

ezbeharra



Claim in Basque

ezezik ere
in euskera ezezik ereen Spanish in addition to

ezin da ezer espero
In Basque ezin da ezer esperoEn Spanish can not expect anything

ezkas
Starting point: Casa guardian Eskas. (Artikutza )House of guardian Eskas ( 645 m ) The highway GI-3631 will leave us
in the gatehouse, which marks the estate of Artikutza access. We started the route up to the Col de Bianditz asphalt
again. We crossed Eskas door and advance a few metres along the road. Left you will see a signpost marking us the
way to the neighborhood of Artikutza, are 5.2 km following the white and yellow markings of the path PR-NA - 124.

él escoma
the verb escomarESCOMERSE prnl. Go spending and eating, by use or other cause, a solid thing.

él escoma
verb escomer grammatical person that refers to a person who is not that speaks to which addresses the communication.

épodo
epodo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "epodo" as meaning:<br>epodo = epodoepodo.   ( from lat. Epidos,
and East of the Gr. to do would to 41. ´;1 m. last verse of the stay, repeated many veces.2. m. In Greek poetry, third part
of Bel canto composed of verse, antistrofa and epodo, division which ever is also used in the castellana.3 poetry. m. In
Greek and Latin poetry, metric combination made up of a long verse and one short.

fabricio muñoz
Fabricio Muñoz = Fabricio Muñoz Fabricio Muñoz of the Maza designer - developer at Link Up Design Chile | Graphic
design current designer - developer at Link Up Design, Director of the mallet design Ltda.     Education: University of Bío
Bío

facebok
facebok = facebookFacebook is a social tool that connects people with friends and others who work, study and live in
your environment.

fachera
in ArgentinaEs a compliment, a compliment about your foreign person.If they told you that you're fachera, is because
these very cute, very elegant, fashionable vestis, you got a cute hairstyle, etc.

facilitadora
A facilitator is the person who helps a group understand the common objectives and helps create a plan to achieve them
without taking sides, using tools that allow the group to achieve consensus in pre-existing disagreements or arising in
the course of the same. There are many types of facilitators, depending on the context in which the activities of the
groups are developed.



facilitaras
facilitaracilitar tr.1 v. verb make easy or easier work or an accion.2 give someone a thing or intervene to get it it.

factilidad
Feasibility study feasibility study is also the comprehensive analysis of the financial, economic and social results of
investing ( given a technological option - 41 pre-feasibility study; In the pre-investment phase the eventual subsequent
stage is the final design of the project ( 41 project document preparation; taking into account the inputs of a production
process, which traditionally are: land, labour and capital ( that generate income: income, wage and gain ).

factocracia
Government through coups d'etat

facutativos
facutativos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "falcutativos" as meaning:<br>facutativos =
falcutativofacultativo falcutativosplural, va.1. adj. optional, not mandatory. Class attendance is facultativa.2. adj. That is
derived or depends on the faculty or power to do something. Optional designation of the Gobierno.3. adj. belonging or
relating to the doctor. Recommendation facultativa.4. adj. said of a person: working in the service of the State in a
position for which certain studies are required. U m. c. s. optional body archiveros.5. adj. specialized, technical. Optional
terms. Voices facultativas.6. adj. p. us. Someone said: expert, understood. U m. c. s.7. m. and f. person entitled in
medicine and exercised as such.

faeneros
plural of faenerodel verb faenarfaenar.  ( 41 work;.1 tr. Kill cattle and butchering them or prepare them for the
consumo.2. Intr. Do the work of fishing marina.3. Intr. The crew saying: perform their trabajos.4. Intr. Work, work.

fagarnos
fagarnos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "páganos" being its meaning:<br>fagarnos = pagarnosdel verb
pagarpagar tr. Give someone the money which is owed or deserves.    Meet the punishment for a crime or lack, or suffer
the consequences of something wrong has been done.

faginero
Of faginaToque of bugle and drums used in the Spanish army to order break formation, to return troops to their barracks
or for which companies go to their bedrooms or even to go out to eat. The origin of this touch, that was very formerly
used when squares, were serving in its origin to instruct sappers to undertake the construction work of faginas with
branches or other materials that are applied to different utilities with varied intentions.

faginero
Cleaner

fagoziti
fagoziti is incorrectly written, and should be written as "phagocytes" being its meaning:<br>fagoziti = fagocitien Italian
fagociti in Spanish fagocitosLas Phagocytic cells ( or phagocytes ) distinguished: macrophages, which vary depending
on the tissue in which are found, 40 monocytes, macrophages are found in the circulation and assume a conformation
that is different from that you have in the tissues ) and neutrophils ( or polymorphs ) which increase significantly in
number in bacterial infections.All are derived from the bone marrow stem cells and then migrate to the tissues; they are
capable of joining the 40 pathogen; Antigen ) enclose it in the cytoplasm and kill him with different systems, that if
excessively violent may affect nearby tissues. Phagocytic cells used to kill pathogens, 39 reactive intermediates; 39



oxygen; and nitrogen and Lysosomal enzymes

faldriguera
faldriguera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "five" being its meaning:<br>faldriguera = faltriquerafaltriquera.
 ( of the mozar. * to do rikayra, place for trifles ).1. Pocket vestir.2 garments. f Pocket that are tied to the waist women
and carry hanging under the dress or delantal.3. f cubillo, box of old theatres.

faldriguera
A faldriguera is that place that we all carry with us and where we keep everything what we do not want to lose.

falicia
falicia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fallacy" being its meaning:<br>falicia = logical falaciaEn, a fallacy (
from the latin fallacia, «deceit» ) It is an argument that seems valid, but not the es.1 2 some fallacies committed
intentionally to persuade or manipulate others, while others are committed unintentionally due to carelessness or
ignorance. Sometimes the fallacies can be very subtle and persuasive, so it must be close attention to detect them.

falocrático
phallocratic - ca 1. adj. belonging or pertaining to the acting.

falsetas
The very basic falsetas of soleares appearing along the ancient Flemish discography. They are based on the
rudimentary techniques of flamenco guitar, including the thumb, the strumming and arpeggios. They are a good first step
to start playing the flamenco guitar, although it is important that before have knowledge of the compass. Pica in the
images to listen to.

falta de ilacion
Pneumonitis. Incongruity. Lack of ilación.Referred to as Pneumonitis ' inflammation of the lung parenchyma. This
inflammation is caused sometimes by allergic reactions or gap caused by organic or inorganic, substances may be
reflux, aspiration of smoke or chemicals, factors expositional like birds or hay and other allergens.

falta le hacían
When to a thing or person you need the help of its good to do or the development of its execution.

faltar tiempo
Do something immediately, without loss of time

faltaria mas
missing = missing more courtesy Formula to express assent to a plea or request: can I look at your newspaper? It of
course!

faltome
Faltome in old Castilian. = He missed I

famatina en canciones



FAMATINA-Famatina town square was visited hundreds of citizens in the interior of the province. Under a fresh night of
23 degrees, children from the village of Famatina, accompanied by their fathers, uncles and grandparents, attended a
new popular manifestation, to decide on his future.A massive congregation could be seen once again in the active
village of Famatina. Power was transmitted person to person, with posters and clear songs that demand respect for
those who think differently.

familia de la palabra color
staining, colorado, coloring, coloring, coloring, Rouge, colorful, coloration. etc.

fanerograma
1.-Plants without flowers.<br>2.-The mangifera indica family AnarcadiaceaEsta plant reproduces sexually, since it is a
plant of Angiosperm type fanerograma.

farapento
farapento is incorrectly written, and should be written as "paragliding" being its meaning:<br>farapento = parapenteEl
paragliding ( contraction of parachute descent ) It is a sport born, at the end of the 20th century, by the inventiveness of
mountaineers who wanted to get flying with a parachute from hilltops who had ascended.

farinango
Gabriela Farinango was declared innocent by the death of Ingeborth Solange Ruiz Sánchez, made that occurred on
January 7 in the via Balosa, by the second Court of guarantees criminal of gold, at the hearing held on Friday morning.
In order to be able to defend in absolute freedom, defense of Gabriela Farinango asked aborts the pre-trial detention,
because this prevents you from attending the hearing and all wanted was to prove his innocence, because I would have
never imagined to assassinate a person.

farineli
Farineli or Farinelli, nickname by which he was known Carlo Broschi (Andria, 24 January 1705 do Bologna, 16
September 1782 ) Italian castrato singer, one of the most famous 18th century.? It is assumed a vocal extension from
La2 to ke6 ( 3.4 octaves )

fariseos
Plural of Pharisee.  ( From lat. pharisaeus, East of the Aramaic p r «aayy, and East of the Hebr. p rea «m, separated [of
others] ).»1 m. Among the Jews, Member of a sect that affected rigour and austerity, but forward eluded the precepts of
the law, and, above all, its espiritu.2. m. man hipocrita.3. m. coloq. Man high, dry and bad intention or tasting.

farma
FARMA is a cooperative association of farmers, producers and organizations of markets of producers in United Kingdom

farmaceutica
pharmaceutical is incorrectly written, and should be written as "pharmaceutical" being its meaning:<br>pharmaceutical
pharmacist-caEl o boticário is the health care professional expert in medicines and drugs, and the use of medicaments
for therapeutic purposes in humans. The role of the pharmacist can be run a pharmacy office, working in a hospital,
research and develop new drugs, etc.

farmacogenia
Drugs for genetics.



faseto
faseto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I faceto" being its meaning:<br>faseto = facetofaceto, ta.   ( from
lat. FAC your ).1. adj. Mex. You want to be funny, but it has no gracia.2. adj. Mex. presuntuoso.3 adj. desus. funny.

faseto
Italian population

fatico
fatico = fatico-Cafuncion fatica. It is oriented to the channel. The purpose is to establish, extend or interrupt
communication, or else check if there is " contact ". Its information content is null or weak, high redundancy and
predictability in certain occasions. Irrelevant talk about time, health, and other topics are phatic function. It is not
intended to exchange information, but to show the mutual willingness.

fatigo
Of fatiguing v. tr. Cause fatigue to someone

faulero
faulero = fulerofulero, ra.   ( ful ).1 adj. said of a person: false, rightwing, or simply talkative and without seso.2. adj.
coloq. Sloppy, unacceptable and unhelpful.

fauto
Fautor monumental = which favours and helps another.

fauto
Country located to the West of Staugossa.

fazer
Fazer ( Finnish pronunciation: [Fntser] ) It is one of the largest Finnish food corporations industry.The company was
originally founded by Karl Fazer in 1891, as a " echo conditory " in the Centre of Helsinki. [1] currently, employs over ten
thousand people in Finland, as well as Sweden, Norway, Denmark, the Baltic countries, the United Kingdom and
Russia.

faziendo
faziendo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "doing" being its meaning:<br>faziendo = haciendohaciendo:
verb do

fácticamente
of facticofactico, ca.   ( from lat. factum, made ).1 adj. belonging or relating to hechos.2. adj. based on facts or limited to,
as opposed to theoretical or imaginary.

fechuras
fechurafechura.1 plral. f desus. workmanship.

feixe



in Galician Spanish feixeen get

felagó
felago is incorrectly written and should be written as "fel Aug" being its meaning:<br>felago = fel agoen latin fel Spanish
agoen makes bile

felgen
Camillo Jean Nicolas Felgen ( 17 November 1920 in Tétange - 16 July 2005 in Esch-sur-Alzette ) It was a
Luxembourgish singer, lyricist, DJ and TV presenter.

feminicidio definir
Femicide is a neologism created through the translation of the English word femicide and refers to the avoidable murder
of women for reasons of gender.Feminicide enters the field of violence against women, but also takes other forms.
Although there are other cases as a bad or lack of medical care during pregnancy and childbirth which can lead to the
death of the mother. In some countries such as China and India, statistics show a ratio of male to female of 120 men for
every 100 women.1 added to selective abortion, femicide also takes the form of infanticide, and violence against women
at some stage of his life.Act on behalf of the anti-femicide law.

feminifloro
1.-Voice portuguesa. = Cute.<br>2.-adjective.   ( female floro ) The calatide Bot, the Crown of the plant compound in the
form of female flowers.<br>3. Is the Crown of the plant, when female flowers are formed.

ferdi
Ferdi De Ville ( 1985 ° ) received a master's degree ( 41 2007; and a PhD ( 41 2011; in political science at the University
of Ghent. In his dissertation, he analyzed the relationship between the international trade regime and social protection,
the environment and European consumers. Ferdi has also a policy advisory research of European trade policy to the
Flemish Government.

ferdy
Ferdy Doernberg ( born June 10, 1967 ) It is a German heavy metal musician. He is the last original member of Rough
Silk, which he founded in 1989. [1] [2] he has also performed with Helloween and Holy Moses. Since 1997, he has been
the keyboardist for Axel Rudi Pell band '' s. From 2006 to 2009, he played keyboards for the curse of Eden, which was
founded by Michael Eden (Vocalist ) and Paul Logue ( bassist ).

ferienhauser
In German ferienhauserEn Spanish villas

fernanda
The feminine proper name of Fernanda is one of the names that has a Germanic origin, whose meaning is: do Brava in
peace do.?? The feast of the born under this name occurs on May 30.

fernanda
From the Germanic intelligent, bold, daring.

ferras



Ferras Alqaisi ( born in 1982, )   ( pronounced Fer-AHSS ) It is an American singer and songwriter from Los Angeles,
California.  He is well known for its simple " Not Latin of Hollywood " of foreigners 38 debut album; Rainbow, which was
offered as the exit song during the round semi final of American Idol season 7. He is signed with metamorphosis music,
a subsidiary of Capitol Records, founded by Katy Perry, being the first artist to sign with his label.  In June 2014 is
released their self-titled EP through the label.

ferreiru
Ferreirua belongs to the municipality of Pobra do Brollón, located in the South of the province of Lugo, bordered by
municipalities: home, Monforte de Lemos, Quiroga, vault, Folgoso do Courel and Samos

feruginaso
feruginaso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ferruginous" being its meaning:<br>feruginaso =
ferruginosoferruginoso,-sa adj. Containing iron or iron compounds:

fervenza de lugo
Fervenza restaurant & Casa Grande, Red Pazos of Galicia, is lost in the middle of a forest. The lush vegetation of the
area hides this secret that you is now revealed so you can enjoy

fervenza de lugo
The centenary forest da Fervenza is a native forest River inundates periodically. It is then when oak trees more than 300
years and monumental Alders swim in the stream, cooling their roots. A very unique landscape is decorated with its
lagoons, ponds and River Islands.Forest da Fervenza is located in the course high in the river Miño within one book da
biosphere. It is one of the most important flood forests remaining in the Iberian peninsula, in a good state of
conservation, dominated by alder, oak, ash and willow.The waters of the river it seems that boiling would and be braver
in the rapids and dams that lead them to a mill. So we say it in Galician, is the forest of the do fervenza do.??

festonada
Of scallop tr. Garnish with scallop [something].

fetizar
fetizar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "prophesy" being its meaning:<br>fetizar = profetizarprofetizar v.
tr.1 announce a person a future made by divine inspiration: Daniel prophesied the arrival of the mesias.2 make someone
assumptions or judgments about a future fact observing certain signals: a seer prophesied the earthquake. predict,
predict.

feudos
plural fiefs of feudoEl stronghold ( in vulgar latin feudum ) in Germany called Lehen, France Fief and the Netherlands
read, it is the name that refers to the land which the Lord gives to the vassal in the contract of vassalage, as part of the
benefit that owes to the fulfillment of its obligations: auxilium, consilium et ( help, or military service and advice or
political support ). This worked free peasants and serfs.

fibra dietética
Dietary fiber is found only in foods of plant origin little processed technologically, such as cereals, fruits, vegetables and
legumes.

fibrillo



Meaning of the fibrillaFibrilar: adj. fibrils in form; willing filaments

fibrillo
fibrillo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fibrillated" being its meaning:<br>fibrillo = fibrillated (Yacoel )   (41
CARDIOL;. State of the Atrium presenting alternatives of fibrillation and flutter.

fichas electronicas
They are those cards that record data from a Web page where some information was extracted. To register to the
middle where the information was extracted, noted the following data on the tab: surname and author names title (
article )    Publisher E-mail consultation date

filmògena
A film-forming or substance film is one that is able to form a film on a surface after application. Uriage thermal water
forms a semi-permeable film on the skin which improves the water retention and provides a smoothing effect.

filomatico
Filomatico. Cuba scholars children are told filomatico, ( philos = love, as in philosophy and philologist ) ( mathesis = )
most suffix 40 lesson; - tico = related to, as in dramatic and exotic ).

filoméninica
filomeninica = phenomenal-cafenomenico, - ca adj. edges. Concerning the phenomena or apariencias.relacionado with
phenomena as manifestations of an thing.

fishfica
in Ecuador: woman who goes out with other men.PutaMujer easy.

fisiocrcia
fisiocrcia is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'physiocracy"being its meaning:<br>The physiocracy or
fisiocratismo was a school of economic thought from the 18th century founded by François Quesnay, Anne Robert
Jacques Turgot and Pierre Samuel du Pont de Nemours in France. He said the existence of a natural law by which the
proper functioning of the economic system would be ensured without the intervention of the Government. His doctrine is
summarized in the term laissez faire. The origin of the physiocracy term comes from the Greek and means "
Government 34 nature; considering the physiocrats than human laws should be in harmony with the laws of nature. This
relates to the idea that only in agricultural activities, nature enables the product obtained is greater to the inputs used in
production thus emerging economic surplus. The physiocrats qualified sterile activities such as manufacturing or trade
where the seizure would be enough to replace the used inputs.

fistro
The word " fistro " It is a " chiquitismo; 34, words invented by the comedian Chiquito de la Calzada, who obtained great
fame from the 1990s, and are still used for the time being.Fistro does not mean nothing apart from a Vocative with which
it directs one to a friend, with certain negative connotations, because it is supposed that a fistro is a bad thing, and is
usually accompanied by the word " sinner ".   "You are sinner " a fistro, or " coward, finstro sinner!, as I said the same
Chiquito.Muchas times the word fistro, as the other chiquitismos, tend to pronounce de repetición form imitating the style
of Chiquito de la Calzada with more or less success.

fito sanitarios



sanitary phyto = fitosanitariosEl plant or pesticide product is defined, according to the world Organization of 40 health;
who ) as that substance or mixture of substances intended to prevent the action of, or directly, destroy insects (
insecticides ) mites ( acaricides ) molluscs ( 41 molluscicides; 40 rodents; rodenticides ) fungi ( fungicides ) bad herbs (
41 herbicides; bacteria ( antibiotics and bactericides ) and other forms of animal or vegetable life detrimental for public
and also for agriculture 40 health; i.e., considered as pests and therefore likely to be combated with pesticide ) during
production, storage, transport, distribution and processing of agricultural products and its derivatives. Plant protection
products the defoliants, desiccants and regulatory substances of plant growth or phytoregulators include also. Human or
veterinary use drugs and biological control mechanisms outside of this denomination. They are also useful poisons
known.

fitogenes
plural fitogenes of fitogenFITOGEN is a program of conservation, management and sustainable use of the resources
genetic plant, which are defined as any plant species with a current or potential value to humans. FITOGEN was created
by the Universidad de Los Lagos to boost mainly for research and development in the area of biodiversity plant and
associated components. FITOGEN is under the supervision of the Department of science and food technology, with the
inter-departmental character. He is currently composed of researchers from the Department of science and food
technology, Department of social sciences, and the Department of architecture and design.

fitomórfico
Meaning of fitomorfico:adjetivocuenta with morphological characteristics similar to vegetables; fitomorfo

fitormofa
fitormofa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "neoclassic" being its meaning:<br>fitormofa =
fitomorfafitomorso-saes a prefix of Greek origin that means " plant ".   "Morphe " It means " " forms. So fitomorfo is " with
form of plant or tree ".

fiuna
40 Engineering faculty;41 FIUNA;University and classroom universitariaCampus of the National University of Asunción,
San Lorenzo,

flageliforme
You have a flagellum.

flageo
1.-immediate download of Flageo ( feat. Aiace ) in the high quality of its 40 choice format;MP3, FLAC, and more ) plus
mobile access without limits thanks to Bandcamp connection application listening.<br>2. flageo is incorrectly written and
it should be written as "I scourge" being its meaning:</br>I flageo = flageloflagelo.  ( from lat. flagellum ).1. m. instrument
for flogging.

flatelista
A person who is fond of collecting and studying stamps.

flächennutzungsplan
in German flächennutzungsplänen Spanish land use Plan

flexion muscular



a type of physical exercise.

flocos de millo
in Galician Spanish milloen flocos popcorn

florate
Florate is um ophthalmic anti-inflammatory medication.

floreaba
It floreaba of florear tr.1 v. adorn something with flores.2 in music, playing two or three notes rolling and repeatedly,
forming a continuous mode of ornamentation. sound do v. tr./prnl.3 Chile, El Salv.? Choose the best thing.

floreos linguisticos
He has great gifts for the eloquence that it allow you to shadow a conversation of blowhard who embed wise linguistic
flourishes in a dialogue.

flow chart
English Spanish charten flow flowchart

fluid in babys ladneys
English fluid in baby ' s Spanish kidneysEn liquid in the kidneys of the baby

fluidofagos
The fluidofagos feed on fluids which are part of other organisms ( SAP, blood and exudates ).

foguedo
foguedo = Portuguese Spanish folguedoen joy folguedoen

foja util
Foja useful is incorrectly written and should be written as "useful roadmap" being its meaning:<br>Foja useful = sheet
paper letterhead paper sealed notarialhoja utilhoja

fojas
Sheets of paper from a legal document.

folclore cantalar
THE GROUP CANTALAR WHOSE BEGINNINGS WERE THE LYCEUM OF BARNS, A TRIBUTE TO ALL THEIR
INTEGRANTES.EL FOLKLORE IS THE SOURCE OF THE CULTURE OF PEOPLES.

foldy
FoldyEl Földy preform is when a drunken Knight cannot reach the wood, even after the oral stimulation. So, naturally,
his flaccid manhood is folded and inserted it into the woman. Half their length, but twice the width and three times the
fun.



folleteria
Printed accompanying to a medicamenta, merchandise, etc giving instructions on its use.

folleteria
Booklet brochures, = prospectus

folleteria
Communication graphics.

foner
in Valencian Spanish foneren honderoLos Balearic Slingers formed a body of the ancient age army, composed of
indigenous people of the Balearic Islands, present both in the Carthaginian troops as Roman. They were already
present in the wars against the Greeks in Sicily, since the end of the century V and IV aC, as well as the Second Punic
War. They later served as auxiliary troops of light infantry in multiple engagements, which include his presence at the
legions of Julio Cesar in the Gallic wars. Provision of mercenary soldiers became camshaft voluntary, although in the
final phase of the Punic Wars by the Carthaginians, impelled to recruit new troops, they had clashes with the Balearic
Islands populations and it seems that, at least in Menorca, they proceeded to forced camshaft

fonita
fonita is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fontina" being its meaning:<br>fonita = fontinaDefiniciones of
fontinasustantivouna kind of pale yellow Italian cheese.  " melt the butter, add the cheese - start with fontina and
Gorgonzola, and add the pecorino and Parmesan last.  "

fonoabsorbente
Anechoic plates are coated to absorb and dampen the sound, 1 fact-based sound absorbing materials, such as rubber
or foam of polyether polyurethane.

fonologos
fonologos = plural of fonologofonologo, - ga s. m. and f. person dedicated to the phonology.

fonoptica
fonoptica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fonoptica" as meaning:<br>fonoptico, ca.  ( phono - and optical
).1 adj. said of a tape: in addition to the sound, recorded optical images.

for her
1. English voice.<br>2.-in English means by it or for it.

forata
stranger or inner pocket

forata
The Forata reservoir, is located in the municipality of Yátova, in the interior of the province of Valencia, Valencian
Community, Espana.se was built in the year 1969 in the riverbed of the river Magro on a surface of 231 hectares and
with a maximum capacity of 37 million cubic metres. It has a gravity dam.This reservoir belongs to the Júcar
Confederation.



formula del cloruro de sodio
The sodium chloride, better known as table salt, or in its form mineral halite, is a chemical compound with the formula
NaCl.

fotero
Photographer Fotero.Who fixes shoes: zapatero, who distributes water: aguatero, who takes photos: "FOTERO!  " so
called the children to the work of Eduardo Quintana, when he toured the province of Manabí shooting.   " Here comes
the fotero!  " do fotero, take me a picture!, recalls Quintana said all the guys when they saw him arrive. Since then it
keeps that name for his work.

fotocopista
The person making the copy.

fotogeo
The FOTOGEO specializes in services that add to the geometry of different types of optical sensors and Visual images

fotos de la original banda limon
The Original Banda El Limon de Salvador Lizarraga is originally from the village of El Limon of the Peraza hence follows
his name.

frailejones
frailejonesLos frailejones are among the plants more features of the Moors, dominated by its size and wealth.
Traditionally, the frailejones have been classified in the genus Espeletia. However, today he divided them into 8 different
genera. These are: Carramboa Coespeletia, Ruilopezia, Espeletia, Espeletiopsis, Libanothamnus, Paramiflos and
Tamania. The last 5 genera are found in Colombia.Los frailejones are plants strictly South American, present only in the
high Andes of Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador. The genera and species of frailejones richest country is Venezuela.
There is also a large concentration of species in the cordillera Oriental of Colombia. Only 1 species comes to Ecuador,
where confined to the moorlands of the northern part of this country.

frangancioso
frangancioso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fragancioso" as meaning:<br>frangancioso = fragancioso of
fraganciafragancia s. f. soft and pleasant scent that exudes a thing.

freckless
English Freckless = skin without frecklesAl Spanish = skin without freckles

fregonar
Clean with a MOP.MOP, MOP, MOP, mapo, MOP, trapero, coleto, suape, aljofifa, mocho, floor cloth or MOP is a tool for
cleaning the floor wet and usually consist of a stick whose end are a few absorbent fringes. MOP is often associated
with a bucket with a wringer mechanism understand. To clean the floor, after wetting it and drain it, rubs it against the
surface being cleaned. Often it is used also to clean spilled liquids.MOP, understood as «a whole composed of a cube of
plastic material, with a shield of the same material that attaches to hub and a stick with a butt that will scrub soil», 1 was
invented in Spain in 19642 by the Riojan Manuel Jalón Corominas ( 1925-2011 ) 3 4 and was perfected to the current
appearance.

freimet



Célestin Freinet (GARS, 15 October 1896 - Vence, 8 October 1966 ) was a French pedagogue, creator of the
techniques that bear his name, used in numerous methods of pedagogical research. Some people know it as a method
but the question is that he mentions as since says that the techniques can be adapted to different context and can be
updated as opposed to the method that is closed and cannot be changes.

frenestracion
frenestracion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fenestration" being its meaning:<br>frenestracion =
Fenestracionlas fenestrations are those that are limited to partial loss of the cortical alveolar where it is exposed only the
root apex, and the margin of the alveolar bone is not affected.

frenillectomia
In the mouth there are two folds connectors, first holding the gum of the dental arch above the lip and the second
connects the base of the tongue to the floor of the mouth. These folds are located in the midline and you are called labial
or lingual braces.When the labial frenum is excessively short or thick must be corrected to avoid problems in the
pronunciation of words and food because of the difficulty to move or take the tongue.When the lingual frenum is do short
do, called: syndrome of short frenulum or Ankyloglossia or inflexible bridle.??The correction of this problem or
frenillectomia is a very common procedure.

fria y calculadora
He is a person that acts intelligently to achieve its objectives, or others is left for the head more q by their impulses.

frilenga
frilenga is incorrectly written, and should be written as "trillingual" as meaning:<br>frilenga = trilingualtri · Lin · Gual (39
Tri-lng; Gwul ) adj.1. Use of or able to use three languages, especially with equal fluency or almost igual.2. Of, related
to, or is expressed in three idiomas.n.Una person who is able to use three languages, especially with the same fluidity.


